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Location: United Kingdom

Category: architecture-and-engineering

Job Description

Do you want to work for a globally successful manufacturer who are at the top of their

industry and still expanding?

My client is an incredibly renowned and reputable manufacturing company who are seeking an

electrical maintenance engineer to join their team to look after several exciting projects in .

With well-established partnerships world-wide, they are a titan within their respective market

and with recent improvements, they are continuing their expansion into the market.

Despite their commercial success, they have remained a close tight knit group of people. They

make it their priority to ensure all members of staff are well looked after and it is this culture that

has played a pivotal role in their commercial as well as cultural success.

Here is a brief overview of the role:

Title:

Electrical Maintenance Engineer

Salary:

£37K-£42K basic with a shift allowance adding an additional £ and a guaranteed annual

bonus of 2%

Shift:

Monday to Friday…Please note the hours are subject to massive flexibility to suit your

lifestyle (even have the opportunity to work condensed hours and only work Monday-Thursday)

Note: you will be expected to participate in the on-call system across 1 weekend in 8 weeks

(additional payment allowance included)
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Location:

Perthshire region

Benefits:

-Massive opportunities for overtime (due to an overall company and site expansion)

-Highly competitive pension (7% employer contribution)

-Guaranteed annual bonus (2%)

-Life assurance

-On the job training

-Annual salary reviews

What your tasks will entail:

-Promote and work within a safe working environment.

-Work to planned maintenance schedules.

-Fault diagnosis and troubleshooting.

-Drive change and continual improvement in relation to operating efficiency.

-Contribute to the business on time deliver targets by ensuring optimal equipment availability.

-To respond quickly and efficiently to plant breakdowns.

-Knowledge of manufacturing techniques and principles.

-Planned and organised approach to workload.

KEY DETAIL: I cannot emphasise enough that this is an opportunity to come on aboard and

make a career for yourself. They really do look after their engineers and invest heavily in their

development and most importantly, longevity.
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